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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2077-He seemed to be asking David if Azul was telling 
the truth. 

David nodded slightly. 

Azul’s words were confirmed to be true. 

This made Sid’s heart sink to the bottom of his chest. 

Star Kingdom was finally discovered by advanced civilizations. 

For Star Kingdom, this could be a curse that spelled disaster. 

What baffled Sid was how the people from level 9 civilization could suddenly appear in 
Star Kingdom. 

There had been no sign of them at all. 

After a moment of silence, Sid moved to David’s side and respectfully called out to 
David’s clone. 

“Sir.” 

The clone nodded in response. 

Sid then stood on David’s other side and the two of them faced Azul. 

After knowing the identity of the enemy, Sid, as one of the deputy heads of the Saints 
Association, would not leave now. 

It was his duty to protect the peace of Star Kingdom. 

David also understood what Sid intended. 

So, he stopped asking Azul to leave and said while looking at him, “Azul, the sword has 
been returned to you. It’s time for you to keep your promise. Leave with your people! 
Star Kingdom is too small to accommodate a great god like you.” 

“Promise? What promise? Did I promise anything?” Azul changed his previous tone and 
pretended to be ignorant. 

David understood as soon as he heard that. 

‘Indeed, things are indeed just as I expected.’ 



Once Azul got the Ice Soul Excalibur, he would shed all pretense. 

“Sigh, Azul, do you really wanna do this? Some things can actually be resolved 
peacefully, so why should we fight to the death?” David asked with a sigh. 

He genuinely did not want to offend a higher civilization. 

If he did, his plan to return to Earth to live in seclusion was about to run aground. 

If that happened, he had to improve his strength step by step so he could protect 
himself. 

David was getting a little tired of this. 

He wanted to live an ordinary life. 

He had compromised and handed over the Ice Soul 

Excalibur first, but what he got, in the end, was the aggressiveness of the other party. 

Why was everyone the same no matter where they were? 

They would persevere until they reached their goal while stubbornly insisting on their 
ideals. 

“Peaceful solution? I was stopped from absorbing my sacrifice and couldn’t fully 
recover. Plus, my slaves even got hurt, so tell me, how should we solve this peacefully? 

Moreover, you even want to fight me to the death. Do you think you deserve this?” Azul 
sneered. 

“Azul, you are a direct descendant of the Feather family. Aren’t you scared of being 
exposed and embarrassing your family if you don’t keep your promise? Isn’t honor 
above all else for you big families?” David was still struggling. 

“Our honor is indeed above everything else, but who will expose me if you’re all dead?” 

“Are you so sure that you can kill us all?” 

“Of course! This is just a level 7 civilization. If I don’t even have the confidence to do 
this, I won’t dare to say that I’m from the Feather family for fear of being laughed at.” 

While Azul was speaking, his energy kept rising. 

After reaching peak Sacred Saint Rank, there was a slight pause. 



Then, with a smug smile, he broke through the obstacle in one fell swoop and reached 
another brand-new realm. 

Partial Pre-Deity Rank! 

Honestly, partial Pre-Deity Rank was just a transition period between a Saint and Deity. 

When their strength reached peak Sacred Saint, they would start to collect the power of 
faith. When the power of faith reached a critical point, they could then ignite the Divine 
Fire. 

After the Divine Fire was ignited, they could continue to collect the power of faith and 
gradually convert Saint Power into Divine Power. 

After all the Saint Power was successfully transformed into Divine Power, they would 
cross the transition period of partial Pre-Deity Rank, reach Divine Realm, and become a 
Pre-Deity. 

Although it was a transition period, partial Pre-Deities also had a trace of Divine Power, 
which could crush any Saints. 

Saint Power was sluggish compared to Divine Power. 

Their movements would also become less smooth. 

When a peak Saint encountered a partial Pre-Deity, how could they fight if they could 
not use their Saint Power smoothly? 

Therefore, as a partial Pre-Deity, Azul naturally would not pay attention to a level 7 
civilization whose highest combat power was only peak Sacred Saint Rank. 
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